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1 Introduction 

Tilltal (Tillgängligt kulturarv för forskning i tal, ‘Accessible cultural heritage for 
speech research’) is a multidisciplinary and methodological project undertaken by the 
Institute of Language and Folklore (Isof), KTH Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), 
and The Swedish National Archives (RA).  

The Tilltal project is applying speech technology methods to archival material, 
with the overall goal of making speech archives more accessible to humanities and 
social science (HS) research. There are immense amounts of recorded interviews 
which currently have to be played in real time in order to be analysed. With digital 
tools, we see possibilities to explore the recordings in new ways. (Berg et al. 2016.) 

Tilltal comprises three case studies and one user study. In the case studies, three re-
search agendas from different fields (ethnology, sociolinguistics and interaction anal-
ysis), aimed at different types of speech analysis, are being pursued (Malisz et al. 
2017).  

In the user study we are applying an activity-theoretical approach with the aim of 
involving researchers, and investigating how they use – and would like to be able to 
use – the archival resources at Isof. Taking into account the researchers’ needs, digi-
tal solutions will be suggested and their usefulness and applicability will be judged in 
practice. (Berg et al. 2017.) 

The archives at Isof also contain a wide range of information in written form, in-
cluding descriptions of recording situations and manual transcripts. These written data 
sources provide further possible pathways into the speech materials.  

In our poster we account for our first experiences and results, exploring how dif-
ferent types of text material from the archives can be used to find relevant sections of 
the recordings, as a complement to speech technological methods. So far, our focus 
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has been one of the case studies, which explores how personal experience narratives 
are transformed into cultural heritage (Nylund Skog 2018). 

2 Experiences and results from our explorations of the 
archives 

Initially, we examined different categories of written material in order to find entry 
points to the recordings in the folklore collections, for example: various kinds of rec-
ords, letters and transcriptions. Yet, even though we were prepared for the fact that 
gaining access to material would be time consuming, we had underestimated the 
complexity. The metadata available about the recordings at Isof is very heterogeneous 
both in both form and content. Finding information about transcriptions and reports of 
recordings, for example, can be surprisingly complicated. In some cases we even 
found that after having generated a large number of written documents, the actual 
recording was discarded without comment.    

Owing to the problems with finding recordings through written material, we pro-
ceeded to instead use recordings as starting points, and to look for written materials 
associated with them. Work is currently in progress to create ”bunches” of such mate-
rial, and by means of different methods, to link the texts within these materials to the 
timeline of the recording.  

In this way, the written materials belonging to a certain recording are collected in a 
digitally accessible bunch. Such bunches are valuable tools for the case study within 
Tilltal which explores the transformation from personal experience narratives into 
cultural heritage, but also for completely different research where archive materials 
are used.  

By bringing together the different material categories of the archive and making 
them available as digital bunches, the archive’s collections are, on the whole, also 
more transparent and accessible (c.f. Prescott & Hughes 2018). From a user study 
perspective, the work on bunches brings new approaches for supporting researchers’ 
analysis work through digital methods.   

3 Suggested digital solutions 

The aim of our work is to develop prototypes for, on the one hand, a search system 
which directs the researcher straight into relevant bits of a recorded interview, and, on 
the other hand, a tool which enables the researcher to explore the other materials 
while listening. Furthermore, it will be made possible to add other information about a 
recording, such as laughter, or marking sections with fast or otherwise intensive ex-
change. We have begun outlining what this might look like, using annotation tools 
such as ELAN.  

During 2019, we will also further develop the system Digitalt kulturarv (Digital 
cultural heritage; Dagsson & Skott 2018). This system was designed for the purpose 
of digitising folklore records from Isof’s collections and making them accessible to 
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the public. In the next step, we focus specifically on researchers. Our aim is to in-
crease the content and bring together related materials (recordings, reports of record-
ings etc.) through digital methods, making it possible to follow the recording trips 
through time and place, as well as acquaint oneself with all the documents created 
along the way. This is done in collaboration with the recently established Nationella 
Språkbanken (National Language Bank) and Swe-Clarin (Borin et al. 2018). We also 
plan to develop crowdsourcing tools for transcription and improvement of archive 
material.  

Our plan in the long run is to integrate these different parts to a complex digital 
tool box, through which we can offer researchers new possibilities to work with Isof’s 
archival materials.  

4 Closing words 

By focusing in depth on archive materials for the purpose of making them more ac-
cessible, we have discovered a number of difficulties that we did not foresee, and that 
would otherwise not have been known. This is important, since an increased use of 
the archive resources of folklore institutions – especially the many unexplored speech 
recordings – has great potential gains for research in the humanities and social scienc-
es. Not least, we want to make it easier for researchers to work with the actual record-
ings, and not only with transcriptions of them. As we proceed with our plans and pro-
totypes, we would be very grateful for comments and suggestions from researchers 
and others with similar projects and experiences.  
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